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Abstract
During the last years in the academic environment a special attention was placed on the knowledge
management in different organizations. Universities represent an environment in which an adequate
knowledge management affects their functionality in a positive way. Such management consists both of
establishing the good relations between clients (students, other universities and various partners) and
institution, and achieving a good knowledge of the client’s needs and processing those needs in order to
solve them. In this paper an application of data mining techniques is presented so as to highlight the
opportunity of using those methods in the academic environment.
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Introduction
Data mining uses a combination of an explicit knowledge base, sophisticated analytical skills,
and domain knowledge to uncover hidden trends and patterns. These trends and patterns
constitute the basis of predictive models that enable analysts to produce new observations from
existing data [3, 5].
The paper discusses potential applications of data mining in higher education. The benefits of
data mining are its ability to gain deeper understanding of the patterns previously unseen using
current available reporting capabilities. Furthermore, prediction from data mining allows the
college an opportunity to act before a student drops out or to plan for resource allocation with
confidence gained from knowing how many students will transfer or take a particular course.
In this paper an application of data mining techniques is presented to provide information about
the graduated number evolution depending on the number of enrolled students.

An Overview of Data Mining Techniques
Several data mining techniques have been reported in literature. They are divided into two
classes: traditional techniques (neighbourhoods, clustering, statistics), and next generation
techniques (trees, networks and rules).
Decision Trees are analytical tools for developing hierarchical models of behaviour. Compared
to other classification models the decision tree model is, like the association rule model, easy to
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interpret and it offers a good performance for classification. They are useful when relationships
are unknown and when we need to make broad categorical classifications or predictions [4, 10].
K-Nearest Neighbour is one of the traditional methods used in clustering and classification
tasks. Analyzing these clusters, either the representative of each cluster is chosen or certain
functions are found that divide the attribute space into subspaces only containing elements from
one cluster (class). It is important to find a measure of the distance between attributes in the data
and then calculate it [1, 7, 10].
Neural networks offer the opportunity to create a model using technology similar to learning
patterns of the human brain. Neural net models are useful when large amounts of data need to be
modelled and a physical model is not well enough known to use statistical methods [1, 7,10].
Association Rules provide a tool used to look for patterns of coincidence in data. Association
rule analysis is useful in discovering patterns of behaviour but does not produce a predictive
model [10].

Data Mining in Academic Environment
Data mining is a powerful tool for academic intervention. Through data mining, a university
could, for example, predict which students will or will not graduate. The university could use
this information to concentrate academic assistance on those students most at risk. In order to
understand how and why data mining works, it’s important to understand a few fundamental
concepts. First, data mining relies on four essential methods [6]: classification, categorization,
estimation, and visualization. Classification identifies associations and clusters, and it separates
subjects under study. Categorization uses rule induction algorithms to handle categorical
outcomes, such as “persist” or “dropout,” and “transfer” or “stay.” Estimation includes
predictive functions or likelihood and deals with continuous outcome variables, such as salary
level. Visualization uses interactive graphs to demonstrate mathematically induced rules and
scores, and it is far more sophisticated than pie or bar charts. Visualization is used primarily to
depict three-dimensional geographic locations of mathematical coordinates.
Higher education institutions can use classification, for example, for a comprehensive analysis
of student characteristics, or use estimation to predict the likelihood of a variety of outcomes,
such as transferability, persistence, retention, and course success.

Application Example
The SPSS software is a program package designed for data statistical analysis. Although there is
a variety of this kind of programs, like: SAS, GraphPad, MS Excel, the SPSS software has a
rigorous structure and is easy to use, even for the beginners.
In order to discover the type of relation between the number of graduated students and the
number of enrolled students this paper presents an example of using data mining techniques in
higher education, using SPSS software.
The input data were supplied by the report regarding the situation of the graduated student
between the years 1990 and 2004, from the official site of the National Institute of Statistics [9].
The simple linear regression represents a procedure in the framework of SPSS software, and it
was applied to determine the relation between the number of graduated students during a certain
year and the number of enrolled students. The acquired model can also be used to predict the
future number of graduate students, knowing the number of enrolled student, e.g. for the year
2004-2005.
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The input data are presented in the figure 1.

Fig. 1. The input data

Two variables were used for this application, enrollstud witch represents the number of enrolled
students in a certain year and the graduatedstud witch represents the number of the graduated
students in the same year.
The SPSS database structure is presented in figure 2.

Fig. 2. The SPSS database

The regression analysis is an application of the correlation, used in prediction purposes. The
regression analysis finality is the determination of the following coefficients: a (the regression
right line origin), b (the regression right line gradient). Using these coefficients we can estimate
the future number of graduated students having the current number of enrolled students. To
obtain the regression we apply the following procedure: Statistics-Regression-Linear. The
results obtained are presented in figure 3 and figure 4.
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Fig. 3. The result of the Statistics-Regression-Linear procedure

The Model Summary table supplies the regression coefficient value (R), which has the same
values like the correlation coefficient (r), 0.94. R Square is the determination coefficient of R.

Fig. 4. The result of the Statistics-Regression-Linear procedure (coefficients)

R Square values show that 89% from the graduated student’s variation is explained by the
enrolled student’s variation. Adjusted R Square is an R Square correction in accordance with the
predictors and subjects number.
The Coefficients table contains the B coefficients (non-standardized) and the Beta coefficient
(standardized) which can be used in the prediction equation. If the number of enrolled students
has the value 192.810, the model can supply the number of graduated students in the period
1990-1991 using the following relation:
graduated _ stud = 0.173 * enroll _ stud − 2833.766

(2)

where the value -2833.766 represents the outset and the value 0.173 is the gradient of the
regression right line.
As a result of using this procedure the SPSS database was modified by adding new variables
presented in figure 5.

Fig. 5. The SPSS database after procedure applying
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The variable PRE_1, contains the predicted values generated by the linear regression model.
The variable RES_1, contains the difference between the real value and the predicted value. The
variables LICI_1 and UIC1 represent the margins of confidence interval for each value.
The scatterplot image presented in figure 6, highlights the linear dependence between the two
variables analyzed, enrollstud and graduatedstud.

Fig. 6. The regression right line

Knowing that the number of enrolled students in the public education institutions for the
academic year 2004-2005 is 650.335, applying the linear regression model previous we
estimated the number of the graduated students as:
graduated _ stud = 0.173 * 650.335 − 2833.766 = 109.673

(3)

In concordance with statistical data supply by National Statistical Institute [5], the number of
graduate students was 108.475, showing a minimal error between the calculated value (109.673)
and the predicted value (109.325,6).

Conclusion
The application of data mining techniques in knowledge management systems for universities
can improve their efficiency. The paper presented an example of data mining use for the
prediction of student professional evolution. The tests result indicates the importance of using
machine learning algorithms in the educational decision making activity of a university.
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Tehnici de Data Mining în Managementul Cunoaşterii
în Mediul Universitar
Rezumat
În ultima perioadă s-a simţit nevoia accentuată a focalizării atenţiei asupra cunoaşterii în cadrul
diferitelor tipuri de organizaţii. Universităţile reprezintă acel mediu în care un bun management al
cunoaşterii influenţează în mod pozitiv funcţionarea în ansamblu a acestor instituţii. Acest management
constă în stabilirea unor bune relaţii între clienţi (studenţi, alte universităţi, diferite firme colaboratoare,
etc.) şi instituţie, precum şi o mai bună cunoaştere a nevoilor acestor clienţi şi încercarea satisfacerii
acestor cerinţe. În această lucrare este prezentată o aplicaţie ce subliniază oportunitatea utilizării
acestor metode în mediul universitar.

